
Skit – “Kitchen Lessons” 
 
 
Scene:  Staff is lined up, waiting to receive “orders.”  Chef is wearing a chef’s hat. 
 
 
Chef:  Here’s a list of things that need to be done to get ready for the Kairos Outside dinner.  
You’d better get on it!  (Chef hands everyone a “list” and exits.) 
 
Speaker #1:  I wonder why she wants me to get on it?  It makes more sense to get started fixing 
the dinner!  But … whatever ….  (Speaker #1 stands on the list for about 5 seconds.)  I wonder if 
that’s long enough?  I really need to get started on the dinner!  (Speaker #1 exits.) 
 
Speaker #2:  (reading from the list) “Measure 3 cups of rice.”  Well, I reckon I have a 
measuring tape here somewhere.  Let’s see …. I reckon that measures about 5 inches.  I hope 
that'll be long enough!  (Speaker #2 exits.) 
 
Speaker #3:  (reading from the list) “Dress the chicken.”  I wonder if she wants a “he” chicken 
or a “she” chicken?  Hmmmm ….. How about a she?  (Dress the chicken with clothes.)  There 
we go – she really is a beautiful old girl!  (Speaker #3 picks up the dressed chicken and exits.) 
 
Speaker #4:  (reading from the list) “String the beans.”  Okay … but where I come from, we 
break them into pieces.  (Speaker uses a needle and thread to “string” the beans and then exits 
with the beans.) 
 
Speaker #5:  (reading from the list)  “Separate three eggs.”  I wonder why the eggs need to be 
separated?  They’ve been together all day, and nothing happened.  (Speaker #5 takes 3 eggs and 
place them in 3 different places in the room … then exits.) 
 
Speaker #6: (reading from the list)  “Make a sponge cake.”  I know a lot about cakes, but I 
never heard tell of that!  But if she wants a sponge cake, a sponge cake she’ll get!  (Speaker #6 
puts milk, eggs, flour, sugar in a bowl and mixes.)  Now, for the sponge.  (Speaker #6 cuts 
sponge into pieces and puts into the bowl.)  Now, into the cake you go!  (Speaker #6 picks up 
bowl and exits.) 
 
Speaker #7:  We’ve been so busy getting ready for the Kairos Outside dinner. I wonder what 
we’re supposed to cook???  (Speaker #7 exits, shaking head.) 


